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Stock, Bond, Currency Overview
Global Stock Markets

Bond Markets

• In the First Quarter 2014, the global
equity advance continued on the back
of an improving global economy with
European stock markets leading. The
best and worst sectors exhibited an
unusual mix of defensive and procyclical winners. Best performing
areas included Utilities, Health Care,
and Technology rising 8.3, 5.0 and
1.5 percent respectively. Lagging sectors included Telecom and Consumer
Discretionary down 2.5 and 2.4 percent, respectively, in the quarter.

• Treasury yields fell in the First Quarter
despite Fed tapering as economic
data was mixed in the US and the
Russia-Crimea crisis escalated.

• Most emerging markets lagged developed markets by a wide margin, with
both Latin America and the Asia region
slumping. Japan, delivered negative results in the quarter declining over
seven percent. All figures are in US dollar terms.

• German bund yields fell in the First
Quarter driven by safe haven demand
following Emerging Market weakness
and most importantly low inflation in
the eurozone.

During a
volatile period,
the S&P Global
1200 Index
closed up 1.3
percent for the
quarter ended
March 31, 2014.
All returns are
expressed in
US dollars.

Currency Markets
• The Australian dollar advanced against
the US dollar in the quarter on improving domestic economic data and expectations of China stimulating its economy.
• Emerging-market currencies slumped
in the First Quarter, spurred by antigovernment protests from Ukraine to
Thailand.
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North American Stock Markets
Indices
US Dow Jones Industrial

31 Dec 2013

31 Mar 2014

Quarterly Change
Local Curr.
US$

16,576.70

16,457.70

-0.2%

-0.2%

US S&P 500

1,848.36

1,872.34

1.8%

1.8%

US NASDAQ

4,176.59

4,198.99

0.8%

0.8%

Canada TSX

13,621.50

14,335.30

6.1%

2.1%

1,845.40

1,858.14

1.3%

1.3%

S&P Global 1200
Source: Bloomberg

• On February 3 Thermo Fischer Scientific
(TMO) closed its $13.6 billion acquisition of
Life Technologies barely days after the United
States anti-trust regulators signed off on the
deal. This new acquisition brings TMO into
the cutting edge of gene sequencing technology used by biotechnology companies in the
development of new treatments for rare and
previously untreated diseases.

US markets
eked out a
small gain while
the Dow Jones
Industrial Average
declined slightly.

March 31, 2014

• On February 5 CVS Caremark drug store chain
announced the end of sales of tobacco products
in its 7,600 stores, as the company redefines itself as a healthcare provider in an environment
in which millions of newly insured Americans
will be looking for quick and convenient medical care. CVS is the largest US seller of prescription drugs. CVS closed up 4.6 percent in the
quarter.
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• On February 11 Square, the mobile payments
company known for smartphone and tablet
credit card readers, began to offer its checkout
system at several Whole Foods Market stores,
the second national retailer to use their services. Starbucks was the first national retailer
who adopted the technology a year and half
ago. A “Square Stand” will enable checkout at
fresh sandwich, juice and coffee stations, pizzerias and beer/wine bars to help ease traffic at
main checkouts. The company is trialing the
technology in seven stores. At select venues,
Whole Foods will offer customers the option to
use their mobile device to pay using the Square
Wallet as a test. Square is looking to do an IPO
(initial public offering) later this year. Whole
Foods closed down 12.3 percent in the quarter.
• Google is pushing into a new world of smartphone hardware with a new prototype phone

that can create a 3D-map of a room. The 5-inch
device is code named Project Tango. Its sensors
can read a room by tracking the motion of the
device and simultaneously mapping the environment with measurements every second.
What would you actually want to use a 3D map
of your room for?
Shopping: An indoor map of a store could
lead you directly to the shelf you want.
Buying Furniture: Using the map of the actual room.
Directions: When needed inside a large,
complex building.
Help for visually impaired: Used with software to get alerts about obstacles in a room.
Emergency response: To help emergency responders find their way in a building by projecting the blueprint on Google Glass.
Google fell 0.55 percent in the quarter.
• On March 4 the Obama administration announced new fuel and auto rules to cut soot,
smog and toxic emissions, which said will reduce asthma and heart attacks in the United
States. The new rules will cut sulfur levels in
gasoline by more than 60 percent and be
phased in between 2017 and 2025. Health advocates praised the move while petroleum refiners called the compliance schedule unrealistic
and warned the regulations would eventually
raise gasoline prices. Former Chair of the
American Lung Association said, “By reducing
these pollutants and making our air healthier,
we will bring relief to those suffering from
asthma and other lung diseases and cardiovascular disease, and to the nation as a whole.”

Latin American Stock Markets
Indices

31 Dec 2013

31 Mar 2014

Quarterly Change
Local Curr.
US$

Mexico Bolsa

47,727.10

40,461.60

-5.2%

-4.9%

Brazil Bovespa

51,507.20

50,414.90

-2.1%

2.3%

Argentina Merval

5,391.03

6,373.82

18.2%

-3.7%

Chile IPSA

3,699.19

3,772.76

2.0%

-2.4%

S&P Global 1200

1,845.40

1,858.14

1.3%

1.3%

Source: Bloomberg

• On February 27 Vale SA’s net loss more than
doubled in the fourth quarter after it took a
$6.5 billion charge for an income-tax settlement with the Brazilian government and
wrote off part of a failed potash investment.
Vale lost $6.45 billion in the three months
ended Dec. 31 compared with a loss of $2.62
billion in the fourth quarter of 2012. The loss
was well above the $3.83 billion average loss
forecast of seven analysts in a Reuters poll
and the worst quarterly performance since at
least 1997 when Brazil’s government sold the
company to private investors. Vale’s stock fell
2.49 percent on the news. For the quarter,
Vale fell 13.4 percent.
• On February 27 InRetail Peru Corp (INRET),
a multi-format retailer operating exclusively
in Peru with nationwide presence in supermarkets, pharmacies, and shopping centers,

reported Fourth Quarter 2013 results with
Net Sales/EBITDA up 15 percent and 23 percent Year-on-Year, respectively. Earnings per
share (EPS) were down as earnings were impacted by tough compares in the same quarter 2012. The six percent EPS miss vs.
estimates was due solely to an unusually high
income tax rate of 45 percent vs. analyst estimates of 34 percent. InRetail had a rough
start of the year, but 4Q13 results show that
execution and macro overhangs are fading.
Peru is the Latin American economy with the
fastest GDP growth forecast for 2014 (5.5 vs.
2.1 percent for the region) and InRetail is
considered to be a good vehicle to capture
this growth. The stock of InRetail was flat on
the news.

Latin American
markets were
mostly negative in
the quarter, in US
dollar terms, with
Brazil as the sole
exception.

• On March 25 America Movil SAB, the phone
giant controlled by billionaire Carlos Slim,
tumbled on concerns that profits would suffer in its home market under a proposal sent
to Mexico’s Congress by President Enrique
Pena Nieto. The bill, which also affects television broadcasters such as Grupo Televisa
SAB, is expected to pass in the current legislative session. America Movil fell 4.0 percent on the day. For the quarter, the
company’s shares declined 15 percent.

March 31, 2014

• On January 22 Compania Sud Americana de
Vapores S.A. (CSAV), Chile’s largest publicly
traded shipping company, and Hapag-Lloyd
announced a non-binding memorandum of
understanding on a container-line merger. A
combination would form the world's fourthlargest operator, based on Alphaliner data.
Closely held Hapag-Lloyd currently ranks
sixth with 4.1 percent of the global fleet,
while Chile-based CSAV is 20th. Maersk Line
is the world's biggest cargo-box carrier with
14.6 percent of the fleet followed by
Mediterranean Shipping with 13.3 percent
and CMA CGM with 8.5 percent. CSAV fell 2.4
percent in the quarter. Hapag-Lloyd is a private company.
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European Stock Markets
31 Mar 2014

Quarterly Change
Local Curr.
US$

Indices

31 Dec 2013

UK FTSE

6,749.09

6,598.37

-1.2%

-0.5%

Germany DAX

9,552.16

9,555.91

0.0%

-0.2%

France CAC 40

4,295.95

4,391.50

2.4%

2.3%

Spain IBEX 35

9,916.70

10,340.50

5.3%

5.1%

S&P Global 1200

1,845.40

1,858.14

1.3%

1.3%

S&P Europe 350

1,338.51

1,361.41

2.5%

2.4%

Source: Bloomberg

• On February 11 Barclays Plc, the UK’s second
biggest bank by assets, announced that it will
eliminate as many as 12,000 jobs, including
more than 800 senior bankers, after fourth
quarter profits tumbled. The measures will
help reduce £1.7 billion of costs by 2015 as
the bank faces litigation, regulatory penalties,
and tougher rules on capital. The CEO also
drew criticism for boosting the bonus pool
amidst declining investment banking profits.
Barclay’s stock price dropped 3.8 percent on
the day of announcement compared with a
8.6 percent gain in the FTSE Banks Index.

Europe in general
delivered positive
returns in the
quarter despite
weak results in the
UK and Germany.

March 31, 2014

• On February 13 BNP Paribas SA, France’s
largest bank, reported a surprise drop in
fourth-quarter profit. Net income fell 76 percent to €127 million, the lowest result since
the fourth quarter of 2008 and below analyst
estimates of €1.02 billion. European and US
banks have faced mounting legal bills as regulators and governments tighten their oversight and crack down on misbehavior. The
company’s stock fell as much as 4.8 percent
following the announcement, the biggest intraday drop since June 20, 2013.
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• On February 24 Vodafone shareholders received 29.53 pence per share as a return of
capital from the sale of the company’s sale of
its stake in Verizon Wireless. The payout cut
the company’s market capitalization to nearly
half and reduced its weight in the FTSE 100
from 6.5 to 3.6 percent.

• On February 24 shares of Swedish truckmaker Scania gained as much as 34.9 percent after management accepted German
auto-maker Volkswagen’s bid to acquire the
company. Following the announcement,
Volkswagen CEO Martin Winterkorn issued
a statement that Scania will continue to
grow, employees will be protected and the
company will continue to have its own headquarters.
• On March 3 the Russian stock market fell
after President Vladimir Putin announced that
he had the right to send troops into Ukraine.
On the day, the ruble-denominated Moscow
Interbank Currency Exchange fell 9.1 percent
and the dollar-denominated Russian Trading
System lost 10.3 percent. European markets
also reacted strongly with the Stoxx Europe
600 Index declining 2.3 percent.
• On March 27, UBS AG suspended foreign exchange traders in the US, Singapore and
Switzerland as it investigated alleged rigging
of the currency markets. Switzerland’s largest
bank opened a review after Bloomberg News
reported that traders in the industry had colluded to rig benchmark rates. Additionally, at
least a dozen firms are reviewing emails, instant messages and phone records of foreign
exchange employees for evidence of potential
manipulation.

Pacific Rim Stock Markets
Indices

31 Dec 2013

31 Mar 2014

Quarterly Change
Local Curr.
US$

Japan Nikkei

16,291.31

14,827.83

-8.3%

-6.5%

Hong Kong Hang Seng

23,306.40

22,151.10

-4.6%

-4.6%

Hang Seng Red Chip

4,553.64

4,161.24

-8.6%

-8.7%

Korea Kospi 100

2,011.34

1,985.61

-1.3%

-1.9%

Singapore STI

3,167.43

3,188.62

1.0%

1.3%

Taiwan TWSE

8,611.51

8,849.28

2.8%

0.6%

Australia ASX 200

5,352.20

5,394.83

2.1%

6.0%

S&P Global 1200

1,845.40

1,858.14

1.3%

1.3%

479.63

483.42

1.5%

1.5%

FTSE Pacific ex-Japan
Source: Bloomberg

• On January 30 Lenovo Group agreed to buy
Google Inc.’s Motorola Mobility phone unit for
$2.91 billion. Lenovo fell 8.2 percent in Hong
Kong as investors punished the stock speculating the company paid too much for the
shrinking business. Motorola has reported
falling sales lagging behind Apple Inc. and
Samsung Electronics in smartphone shipments.
• In February, US company Facebook acquired
messaging service Whatsapp Inc. for $19 billion and Japan’s Rakiten Inc. acquired Viber
for $900 million. Following the acquisitions,
news reports flourished that SoftBank Corp.
is seeking to buy a stake in Japan-based Line

Corp. Line is the No.1 mobile messenger
service in Japan, Taiwan and Thailand and has
almost 340 million users globally. Shares of
Naver Corp, which owns Line, gained 7.5 percent in Seoul and Softbank shares rose 4.1
percent in Tokyo.

With the
exception of
Australia and
Singapore, Pacific
rim markets
lagged the broad
index by a
significant
margin.

• On March 3 owners of Japanese clothing
brand Uniqlo expressed an interest to acquire
J. Crew Group Inc., the US retailer owned by
TPG Capital and Leonard Green & Partners LP.
The deal may be valued at as much as $5 billion. Stock price of Uniqlo rose 1.2 percent on
the day in Tokyo while the benchmark Nikkei
225 stock average fell 1.3 percent.
• On March 24 Malaysian officials concluded
that the Malaysian Flight MH370 ended in the
southern Indian Ocean with no hope of survivors. The announcement ruled out theories
of a detour over Asia or an island landing, as
the search for wreckage continues. The
Malaysian Airlines flight MH370 had taken off
from Kuala Lumpur on March 8 2014 for
Beijing but lost contact with ground controllers en route. Amidst the crisis, stock price
of Malaysian Airlines declined 18 percent on
the Kuala Lumpur exchange.

March 31, 2014

• On January 7 Samsung Electronics Co. posted
its first profit decline in nine quarters as sales
of smart phones slowed amid competition
from Apple’s Iphone and low-end Chinese
handsets. The company is currently looking
to introduce new designs in smart phones
and TV’s, including curved screens and bendable displays. Prior to the announcement,
Samsung stock declined 9.6 percent between
Dec 24 and Jan 3 wiping $19 billion off the
market value, or more than the capitalization
of its competitors HTC, LG and BlackBerry
combined.
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Bermuda & Cayman Stocks
Indices

31 Dec 2013

31 Mar 2014

Quarterly Change
Local Curr.
US$

BSX Index

1,201.05

1,389.16

17.1%

17.1%

BSX Insurance Index

1,486.75

1,435.20

-3.5%

-3.5%

S&P Global 1200

1,845.40

1,858.14

1.3%

1.3%

103.53

99.06

-3.1%

-3.1%

10.25

7.34

-26.3%

-26.3%

1.49

1.98

34.2%

34.2%

Caribbean Utilities

11.06

10.26

-5.8%

-5.8%

Consolidated Water Co.

14.10

12.79

-6.0%

-6.0%

XL Capital Ltd.

31.84

31.25

-1.3%

-1.3%

Stocks
ACE Ltd.
Ascendant Group Ltd.
Butterfield Bank

Source: Bloomberg - Numbers shown include dividends

• On February 6 Cayman-based Caribbean
Utilities Company announced Fourth Quarter
earnings were $5.8 million, a $1.7 million increase compared to the Fourth Quarter 2012.
Net earnings for the 12 months ended
December 31, 2013 was $20.4 million, a $2.7
million increase from prior year. The increase
in income was due to higher sales as well as
lower general administration and maintenance costs. Shares of Caribbean Utilities
Company fell 7.6 percent on the quarter.

The Bermuda
stock exchange
was the standout
this quarter due
mostly to the
advance in
Butterfield Bank
shares.

March 31, 2014

• On February 6 Bermuda-based Endurance
Specialty Holdings Ltd reported 2013 annual
earnings more than doubled to $279.2 million from $129.8 million in 2012 as the company benefited from lower catastrophe
claims. Operating income, which excludes
after-tax realised investment gains and foreign exchange gains and losses, totaled $59.9
million or $1.35 per diluted share, falling
short of the $1.44 per share expected by analysts. Endurance Specialty stocks fell 3.5 percent for the quarter.
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• On February 25 Butterfield Bank announced
that full-year net income more than tripled to
$78.2 million in 2013. Core earnings, which
eliminate items “outside the course of normal
business”, were up 39.5 percent to $76.6 million. The improvement in results was driven
by cost reductions and better returns from in-

vestments. The bank declared a quarterly dividend of one cent per share as well as a special dividend of one cent per share. Shares of
Butterfield Bank advanced 32.9 percent for
the quarter.
• On February 26 XL Group’s American reinsurance operation announced the acquisition of
Global Ag Insurance Services, a Californiabased crop insurance provider. XL
Reinsurance America has been partnering
with the Fresno-headquartered company to
deliver crop insurance solutions to western
specialty crop producers and growers through
the USDA multi-peril crop insurance programme since 2011. Shares of XL Group fell
1.9 percent for the quarter.
• On March 17 Cayman based Consolidated
Water announced net income fell to $0.58 per
diluted share for the year ended December 31,
2013, versus $0.64 per diluted share for the
year ended December 31, 2012. Consolidated
Water was awarded $4.7 million from the
Baughers Bay litigation in 2012 and $2 million
in 2013. Retail water revenues declined five
percent to $23 million in 2013 from $24.2 million in 2013 as the volume of water sold fell by
eight percent. Bulk water revenues declined by
two percent to $40 million from $40.8 million
the previous year. Shares of Consolidated
Water fell 9.7 percent during the quarter.

Global Bond Markets
Benchmark
Indices
US 2 Year
US 10 Year
US 30 Year
Canadian 10 year
Australian 10 year
UK Gilt 10 Year
German Bund 10 Year
Japanese 10 Year

(Yield to Maturity)
31 Dec 2013 31 Mar 2014

Total Returns
Local Curr.
US$

0.38%
3.03%
3.97%
2.76%
4.24%
3.02%
1.93%
0.74%

0.42%
2.72%
3.56%
2.46%
4.08%
2.74%
1.57%
0.64%

0.18%
3.38%
8.11%
4.39%
2.32%
3.15%
4.44%
1.21%

0.18%
3.38%
8.11%
0.36%
6.30%
3.80%
4.64%
3.24%

1,327.99
1,593.49

1,337.19
1,635.77

0.69%
2.65%

0.69%
2.65%

1,585.44

1,607.80

1.41%

1.41%

1,186.84

1,232.31

3.83%

3.83%

Citigroup
3-7 Year Treasury Index
7-10 year Treasury Index
1-10 Year US Corp.
Bond Index
World Gov't 7-10 Yr
Bond Index
Source: Bloomberg

• On January 29 Turkey’s central bank adopted
drastic increases in all important interest rates
at an emergency midnight meeting called to
deal with the drop in the lira’s value on global
markets. The central bank disregarded the opposition of Prime Minister Tayyip Erdogan,
who said a rate hike would only benefit speculators, and increased the benchmark
overnight lending rate to 12 percent from
7.75 percent.
• On February 27 Federal Reserve Chair Janet
Yellen repeated that the central bank is likely
to maintain the strategy of gradually reducing
asset purchases even as it takes time for the
job market to recover. Yellen, in the second
day of her semi-annual testimony to the
Senate panel on the economy and monetary
policy, also repeated the Fed’s pledge to keep
the benchmark interest rate low at least as
long as the unemployment rate stays above

6.5 percent and the outlook for inflation does
not exceed 2.5 percent. 10-year Treasury
yields fell after Yellen’s speech.

Global bond
markets rose in
the quarter as
yields declined.

• Portugal bought back €1.32 billion of bonds
due later this year and next on February 27
to smooth out debt repayments as the nation
approaches the end of the international
bailout program. With the end of the €78 billion rescue program from the European
Union and International Monetary Fund approaching on May 17, Portugal is seeking
ways to ensure regaining access to debt markets. The repurchases pushed Portuguese twoyear yields down 12 basis points to 1.79
percent, the lowest since April 2010.
• German bund yields fell in the First Quarter
driven by safe haven demand following
Emerging Market weakness and most importantly low inflation in the eurozone. In March,
the annual inflation rate fell to 0.5 percent,
down from 0.7 percent in February and the
lowest rate since November 2009. The March
number was the sixth consecutive month that
the rate of inflation was below one percent.
The ECB`s inflation target is just below two percent. The low inflation rate reinforced concern
that the 18-nation eurozone risks a damaging
period of deflation and could prompt the ECB
to take action. For the quarter German 10-year
yields fell from 1.93 percent to 1.57 percent.

March 31, 2014

• Treasury yields fell in the First Quarter as economic data was mixed in the US, with some
of the weakness attributed to severe winter
weather, and on flight to quality flows driven
by Emerging Market weakness. Fears around
the shadow banking system in China and the
Russia–Crimea crisis further contributed to investors withdrawing money from Emerging
Markets in favour of investments in developed markets.
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World Currency Markets
Value of Currency
Currency

US$1 = value in local currency
31 Dec 2013

31 Mar 2014

Change

Australian Dollar

1.1214

1.0794

3.9%

Brazilian Real

2.3621

2.2719

4.0%

British Pound

0.6040

0.6002

0.6%

Canadian Dollar

1.0623

1.1050

-3.9%

Euro

0.7277

0.7263

0.2%

105.3100

103.2300

2.0%

0.8929

0.8846

0.9%

Japanese Yen
Swiss Franc
Source: Bloomberg

The Russian
ruble hit
historic lows
against the
dollar and
the euro.

• The trade-weighted dollar, as measured
against a basket of major currencies, advanced 0.69 percent in the First Quarter. The
dollar strength was a combination of a global
selloff of emerging-market currencies, which
prompted investors to seek the relative safety
of haven assets, and the Fed’s scaling back of
bond purchases following labour market improvements. However, a rebound in Pacific
Basin currencies (the Japanese yen, the
Australian dollar and the New Zeeland dollar)
late in the quarter mitigated the dollar
strength.

March 31, 2014

• Emerging-market currencies slumped in the
First Quarter, spurred by anti-government
protests from Ukraine to Thailand. The devaluation of Argentina’s peso on January 23
deepened the emerging-market currency selloff and dented confidence throughout Latin
America. For the quarter, the Ukrainian hryvnia and the Argentinean peso declined 25.87
and 18.53 percent respectively against the
dollar. The Thai baht recovered and managed
to gain 0.89 percent against the dollar for the
quarter.
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• The Australian dollar fell to a three week low
against the US dollar on February 27 after
weak capital expenditure data confirmed that
the mining investment boom is over. Business
investment fell the most in over two years, led
by a big drop in mining related investment.
Weaker economic data from China
(Australia’s largest trading partner) also added

to aussie weakness early in the quarter.
However, as domestic economic data in
March came in stronger than expected and
expectations rose of stimulus in China, the
Australian dollar strengthened and ended the
quarter strengthening 3.89 percent against
the US dollar.
• The Russian ruble hit historic lows against the
dollar and the euro on March 3 after President
Vladimir Putin announced that he had the
right to send troops into Ukraine. To mitigate
a dramatic fall in the ruble, the Russian central bank intervened in the currency markets
and sold foreign currency. At the end of the
day, the ruble had declined 0.97 percent
against the dollar and 0.46 percent against
the euro. For the quarter, the ruble declined
7.01 percent against the dollar and 7.21 percent against the euro.
• The Japanese yen advanced in the First
Quarter after having weakened over 17 percent against the dollar in 2013 due to
Abenomics. While Abenomics continued in
2014, a flight to safe haven currencies led
Japanese investors to shun overseas holdings
in favour of domestic assets. Also, part of the
yen reversal came as investors considered the
yen‘s decline in 2013 too steep and fast. For
the quarter, the yen advanced 2.01 percent
against the dollar.

Outlook

for the Second Quarter 2014

• Economic and market conditions may change
abruptly if the geopolitical situation in
Ukraine escalates.
• The underlying drivers for global markets are
largely unchanged as DMs lead the global
economy. We agree with consensus that
world GDP will grow 2.4 percent for the
Second Quarter 2014.
• Corporate debt to equity appears to have bottomed improving the potential for an increase
in business investment.
• UK growth will exceed that of continental
Europe as consensus GDP growth forecasts
have been revised higher. Importantly, business investment is improving and many
economists are more confident in the recovery’s sustainability.

Interest rates should drift higher
across developed markets as
economic data improve. Globally,
monetary policy is likely to remain
both simulative and highly
innovative.
• We do not expect any of the major central
banks to raise their benchmark rates in 2014.
• We expect interest rates in the US to rise
modestly across the yield curve as the economy and labour market improves and the Fed
continues to reduce asset purchases.
• The Fed is likely to continue tapering asset
purchases unless there is a notable change in
the economic outlook.
• Economic data is improving in the eurozone
and we see little headline risk in the peripheral countries, setting the stage for gradually
rising interest rates.

The trade-weighted dollar as
measured relative to an index of
other major currencies is likely to
begin a multi-year rally as US
monetary policy is gradually
normalised.
• Capital will flow to the region with the highest
return and as tapering pushes yields higher
this will make US dollar assets relatively more
attractive.
• Of the two major European currencies, Sterling
is likely to trade in line with the dollar over the
medium term as the UK economy is experiencing strong growth and declining unemployment.
• A stronger dollar will be welcome from a
European standpoint as it would make the region’s exports more competitive and could also
raise inflation.

Following a recent bear cycle for
commodities, we believe persistent
low prices have forced out excess
supply and markets appear to be in a
more balanced supply-demand state.
• In the Second Quarter 2014, commodities will
experience increased support from the sequential improvement in the global economy
as US and Continental Europe score higher
PMI’s and peripheral Europe exits recession.
• In base metals, copper is most leveraged to
Chinese growth and as the market has priced
in slower China growth, further downside in
copper prices is likely to be limited.

Information has been obtained
from sources believed to be reliable, but its accuracy and completeness, and the opinions
based thereon, are not guaranteed and no responsibility is assumed for errors and omissions.

• Crude oil supply dynamics are strong and production is expected to grow at the fastest pace
in over a decade.

Fundamentals continue to support
our preference for stocks over
bonds.
• Developed Markets will outperform Emerging
Markets over the intermediate term.
• Fundamentals continue to support our preference for stocks over bonds.
• Global equity markets upward trajectory will
persist in the Second Quarter of 2014.

March 31, 2014

Positive changes to global growth
persist and growth momentum in
Developed Markets (DM) is now
evident. Expectations are for DM
growth to accelerate further while
economic conditions in Asia and
Emerging Markets (EM) are mixed.

Certain statements contained
within are forward looking statements including, but not limited
to, statements that are predictions of or indicate future events,
trends, plans or objectives.
Undue reliance should not be
placed on such statements because by their nature they are
subject to known and unknown
risks and uncertainties.
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Economics
The World

“We expect the US
economy to be the
key leader in global
growth, and at the
same time we
expect the Federal
Reserve to be a bit
more hawkish.”

March 31, 2014

Mark McCormick,
Macro Strategist at
Credit Agricole SA
in New York,
March 20, 2014.
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Global Expansion Continues Under DM Leadership
Ukraine aside, the underlyGROWTH CYCLE
ing drivers for global markets are largely unchanged
as Developed Markets lead
the global economy. We
agree with consensus that
the global expansion will remain intact and that world
GDP will grow 2.4 percent
for the Second Quarter
2014. Inasmuch as equity
and credit markets are not
yet structurally overvalued,
we still favour equities over
corporate bonds and corporate bonds over government bonds. Within this
Source: Morgan Stanley Research
framework, we expect the
as improvement in the employment statistics
Emerging Market adjustment process to be a
and accommodative monetary policy provides
source of periodic volatility for global markets
support for future growth. Nevertheless, sanc(and those markets remain a key underweight
tions imposed on Russia or retaliation from
in our equity strategy).
Putin could impede business ventures with
Corporate debt to equity appears to have botRussia. Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov warned
tomed in both the US and Europe which may
Secretary of State John Kerry that “sanctions...
signal further business investment. If this perwould inevitably hit the United States like a
sists, then support for our view that we have enboomerang.” Should these downcast scenarios
tered the second half of the developed market
come to fruition, US corporations have indicycle exists. As yet we do not see the typical
cated that such action would hurt their financial
signs of excess normally associated with a lateperformance as it would stymie business develcycle environment. The figure above illustrates
opments in Russia that are key to future growth.
Morgan Stanley’s view of the current growth
GDP growth in Canada is set to trail that of the
cycle and the position of various countries.
US at 2.15 percent for the coming quarter and
North America
2.25 percent for 2014. However, less uncerAs Janet Yellen chaired her first meeting of the
tainty surrounding the external outlook and
Federal Open Market Committee there was broad
favourable financing conditions should induce
agreement on the outlook for policy in the comCanadian corporations to pick up investment
ing months and a forecast for stronger US growth
plans steadily. Morgan Stanley anticipates that
this year and next. Consensus estimates from
the strong historical relationship between exBloomberg forecast GDP growth of 2.8 percent
ports and investment will hold true, a dynamic
for the Second Quarter and 2.7 percent for 2014.
likely amplified by sizeable cash balances and
However, the March CNBC Fed Survey finds sharp
access to low-interest credit.
divisions over what happens to Federal
Europe
Reserve policy in 2015 coupled with a cloud of
Eurozone GDP is expected to expand 1.0 pergeopolitical concern hanging over the outlook.
cent in the coming quarter and sanctions might
US economic performance remains in an uptrend
reduce that to 0.9 percent. Economic conditions

UK growth will exceed that of continental Europe
as consensus GDP growth forecasts have been revised higher to 2.8 percent for the Second
Quarter 2014. Importantly, business investment
is improving and many economists are more
confident in the recovery’s sustainability. Activity
indicators suggest a slightly stronger start to 2014
than most had expected. Inflation forecasts have
been revised lower due to stronger Sterling and
lower retail gas and electricity price projections,
leading to upward revisions for real income and
consumer spending forecasts. Moreover, housing
market momentum suggests a brighter picture
for residential investment.
Ukraine is taking center stage in Europe and,
while neither a member of the eurozone or NATO,
the impact of Russia’s adventurism may have far
reaching effects. Germany is Russia’s largest importer—predominately oil and gas—while Russia
is among Germany’s largest markets. Should western sanctions have teeth, a decline in German
GDP growth is inevitable, but certainly not fatal.

Pacific Basin
The Pacific Basin is bifurcated composed as it is
of both Developed Markets —Japan, Australia
and New Zealand—and Emerging Markets —
China, smaller Asia—Indonesia, Korea, and the
Philippines.
The largest EM nation, China, faces increased
risk stemming from a credit-fueled investment
boom with excessive borrowing by local governments, state-owned enterprises, and real-estate
firms severely weakening the asset portfolios of
banks and shadow banks. Most credit bubbles
this large ended in a hard economic landing,

and China’s economy is unlikely to escape unscathed, particularly as reforms to rebalance
growth from high savings and fixed investment
to private consumption are likely to be implemented too slowly, given the powerful interests
aligned against them.

Regional cycles are
highly out of sync,
implying different
risks around
the globe.

Consensus GDP growth for Australia is expected
to rise 2.7 percent and is bolstered by net exports. A number of projects are transitioning
into production, particularly the increase in iron
ore and coal volumes which will add to net exports supporting GDP growth in 2014 and 2015.
Moreover, Morgan Stanley’s economists are optimistic about the potential announcement of a
public infrastructure programme in the lead-up
to the May budget. While public construction is
only 2.8 percent of GDP, successful execution
would help to support business confidence in
the demand outlook, improve the supply of infrastructure-equipped land and sustain the housing cycle that is getting under way.

Global Strategy Team,
Morgan Stanley & Co.
LLC March 17, 2014

In Japan, progress on growth strategies is proceeding and there has been significant movement on deregulation in the National Strategic
Special Zones, social security reforms, corporate
tax reform, corporate governance, agriculture,
and energy. While these reforms may not boost
growth in the short term, they should encourage
investment and business dynamism. If a deep
economic slowdown occurs after the consumption tax hike, the most likely response from the
government would be to accelerate reforms,
since fiscal and monetary actions will have been
taken already.

Latin America
GDP growth in the region is sharply divided between the Atlantic Bloc (Brazil, Argentina, and
Venezuela) and the Pacific Bloc (Mexico,
Colombia, Chile, and Peru) with the latter growing around four percent and the former rising
less than one percent. The business friendly
policies of the Pacific group is clearly adding to
general economic health while civil unrest in
Venezuela and poor economic policies in Brazil
and Argentina are hurting what are resource
rich but poorly managed nations.

March 31, 2014

in the eurozone are set to accelerate as the peripheral nations exit recession. Consensus estimates call for GDP growth to accelerate most in
the peripheral nations of Italy, Spain, Portugal,
and Greece. Only France seems to be in for a
slowdown as French President Hollande’s socialist policies begin to bite. Importantly, Ireland
no longer needs the financial support provided
by the ECB and is now on track to grow GDP
over two percent in 2014.
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Bonds
Interest rates should drift higher across developed markets as economic data improves.
Globally, monetary policy is likely to remain
both accommodative and highly innovative. We
do not expect any of the major central banks to
raise their benchmark rates in 2014.

“Even though
some of the recent
data may not be
consistent with
rates rising early
next year or even
later this year,
the market is
starting to price in
that possibility
following the
Fed’s decision.”

We hold on to our view from the previous
Outlook and expect interest rates in the US to
rise modestly across the yield curve as the economy and labour market improves and the Fed
continues to reduce asset purchases. While
mixed economic data, partly affected by
weather-related issues, fears about China’s
shadow banking system, and the RussiaCrimea-Ukraine turmoil sent interest rates lower
in the first quarter, we do not think this justifies
a change in our view of the direction of interest
rates in the medium term. However, emerging
market turmoil does highlight some risks to our
forecast.

Alessandro Giansanti,
Senior Rates Strategist
at ING Bank NV
in Amsterdam,
March 20, 2014.

March 31, 2014

The Federal Reserve is likely to continue tapering asset purchases by $10 billion at every
meeting unless there is a notable change in the
economic outlook. We expect the central bank
to hold the Fed Funds rate unchanged, even if
US unemployment reaches 6.5 percent, to give
companies and household confidence that interest rates will remain low. This is likely to lock
down the front end of the yield curve for longer,
while tapering and improving economic data
push longer-dated yields higher, resulting in a
steeper yield curve.
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Economic data is improving in the eurozone
and we see little headline risk in the peripheral
countries, setting the stage for gradually rising
interest rates. However, while growth momentum in the region is positive, the inflation outlook is weakening, meaning that even as growth
is forecast to return to trend this year, inflation
is expected to return to target much more
slowly. These disinflationary influences will
keep the ECB on hold for longer than both the
Fed and the Bank of England. Disinflationary
pressures combined with relatively slower

growth will push yields in the core eurozone nations higher, but at a slower pace than in the US
and the UK.
We expect interest rates to rise in the UK on
strong economic data and as the unemployment rate falls closer to the Bank of England’s
seven percent threshold. A decline in the unemployment rate to seven percent will not automatically trigger an interest rate hike from the
Bank of England, but we and the market expect
the UK to be the first Group of Seven nation to
raise borrowing costs.
Canadian yields will follow the direction, but not
the extent of US yields, the nation’s largest trading partner. Low inflation will keep the Bank of
Canada on hold and, while growth is improving,
it is weaker than that in the US.
Like in other developed nations, yields in
Australia are expected to rise on improving economic growth. We expect the Reserve Bank of
Australia to keep rates on hold throughout 2014.
That said, the central bank could surprise everyone and hike rates earlier than expected as the
bank has expressed concern about rising house
prices and the potential for speculation, particularly given the strength in lending to investors
and the possibility that banks relax their lending
standards.
Strong corporate financial health will continue
as the economy improves and corporate balance sheets are in good shape. Investment
grade corporate bonds will generate excess returns relative to Treasuries owing to their relatively better yields, but lack of liquidity in the
corporate bond market may cause pricing to be
volatile.
At this point, however, we would like to highlight
that if the geo-political situation in Ukraine escalates there will be a safe haven appeal for US
Treasuries, German bunds, UK gilts and other
safe haven government debt, pushing yields
lower.

Currencies
EUR/USD Chart

“We remain bullish
on the dollar . . .
If we start to get
good U.S. data,
the market will be
much more
comfortable
longing dollar.”

Stronger Euro

Athanasios VAmwakidis,
Head of Group of 10
Currency Strategy at
Bank of America Corp.
March 21, 2014

Weaker Euro

In the previous Outlook we wrote that we expect the trade-weighted dollar, as measured relative to an index of other major currencies, to
begin a multi-year rally as US monetary policy
is gradually normalised. We still believe this is
the case as the Fed’s tapering raises the cost of
money. Recall that capital flows to the region
with the highest return and, while the Fed holds
the Fed Funds rate unchanged, tapering pushes
yields higher making US bonds relatively more
attractive.

pressure on the euro. Additionally, we believe
the ECB is on a diverging path from both the
Bank of England and the Fed and we foresee a
risk of a likely cut in the ECB’s benchmark rate
before an eventual hike.

Of the two major European currencies, Sterling
is likely to trade more in line with the dollar
over the medium term. The UK economy is experiencing strong growth and declining unemployment with the Bank of England possibly
becoming the first G7-nation to raise the benchmark rate. In our opinion, the euro will follow
a different course in the medium term as per
the EUR/USD chart above. Firstly, while improving, we expect growth in the eurozone to lag
that of the UK and US, which will put slight

Slower growth in China will also affect the commodity currencies. We do not expect either the
Canadian or the Australian dollar to strengthen
against the US dollar in the near term as our
outlook for commodities is muted, thus not
boosting these two currencies. Also, while the
Reserve Bank of Australia has abandoned most
dovish comments, neither central bank is in the
urge to raise interest rates.
March 31, 2014

The Japanese yen is likely to be range-bound
against the dollar near term, supported by the
currencies safe-haven appeal (for Japanese investors) amid emerging market turmoil and
slower growth in China.
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Commodities
Following a long term bear cycle for commodities, we believe persistent low prices have forced
out excess supply and markets appear to be in
a more balanced supply-demand state. In the
Second Quarter 2014, commodities will experience increased support from the sequential improvement in the global economy as US and
continental Europe score higher manufacturing
numbers and peripheral Europe exits recession.
Incremental demand from emerging markets,
which fuelled the commodity boom in the last
decade, however, will remain subdued as China
moves to curtail lending and moderate growth.
The quarter will also play out the seasonal nature of most commodities as we move into
milder weather.

“Commodities may
continue to provide
an important
and unique source
of returns,
diversification
benefits and
protection from
unanticipated
inflation.”
PIMCO Commodity
Outlook March 2014.

March 31, 2014

In base metals, copper is most leveraged to
Chinese growth as the nation accounts for almost 50 percent of global demand. While we
highlighted above that China plans to moderate
growth, we expect further downside in copper
prices to be limited. A ten percent decline last
year and a further 13 percent year-to-date
leaves little room for further correction as price
approaches the estimated marginal cost of production of the metal. For nickel, Indonesia enforced a ban on ore exports in the beginning of
this year to support the local metal refining industry. This forced prices up as Chinese companies hustled to stockpile inventory. We expect
price action for the metal to remain subdued
this quarter but we see an uptick in the second
half of the year as Chinese inventories deplete
and low grade nickel ore purchases resume.
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For precious metals, we reiterate our stance
from the previous commodity outlook. We highlighted head winds for gold prices related to the
Fed tapering, higher US treasury yields, a
stronger US dollar and, more recently, regulatory pressure on investment banks to scale back
commodity operations. These fundamentals, in
our opinion, are already factored into the current price and further downside may be limited.
Furthermore, any dips in price will encourage
physical purchases on safe haven demand and
keep prices buoyant.

In energy, crude oil supply dynamics are strong
and production is expected to grow at the
fastest pace in over a decade. Non OPEC countries are expected to lead production as projects
based in the North American shale assets continue to come online. On the OPEC front, production will be led by Saudi Arabia and Iraq
offset slightly by extended disruptions in Libya.
Price action for crude oil, however, will largely
be demand driven. Coming off a severe winter
in North America where prices were pushed up
on higher heating oil demand, we expect crude
oil prices to moderate this quarter as we approach milder weather and enter a phase of seasonal low demand.
Weather reversal will also have an impact on
the price of North American natural gas, which
briefly exceeded $5 per million British thermal
units (mm Btu) in the midst of extreme winter.
We expect price to revert to its range of $3-4
per mm Btu in the near term as the weather
normalises.
In grains, historical low prices have forced slight
changes in farm economics which may resultantly affect specific products in the coming season. Corn prices are expected to gain from such
changes. The crop’s supply is expected to
tighten as Brazil’s cultivable acreage is expect to
decline 13 percent YoY after serial low prices
forced farmers to switch to alternate grains. At
the same time, demand for feed is expected to
improve as livestock farmers turn profitable and
herd sizes grow. Continued demand for ethanol
will also put upward pressure on corn prices.
At this point, however, we would like to highlight that commodity price movements may
stray from our view if the geo-political situation
in Ukraine escalates. We should expect safe
haven appeal of precious metals to increase
which will provide an upside to gold.
Furthermore, grains, particularly wheat and
corn, will escalate in price as Ukraine will hold
exports to build up inventories in the wake of a
confrontation with Russia.

Equities

Thus, we believe global equity markets upward
trajectory will persist in the Second Quarter of
2014 as a recovering and more confident consumer increases spending. Cyclical sectors in
the Developed Markets will advance on their
path of improvement, albeit with occasional
pullbacks or stalls. We expect that improving
global Purchasing Manager Index (PMI) results
will gather momentum.

and earnings growth along with stronger corporate credit markets. Germany and United
Kingdom have led the recovery and we are now
seeing most of the eurozone’s peripheral countries are finally exiting recession, successfully issuing new bonds, and witnessing early signs of
recovery. This trajectory is likely to continue
and capital will increasingly move to these countries: Italy, Spain, Portugal and Greece.
We believe the story on Japan is intact and
Japanese stocks are undervalued with a P/E of
13.6 relative to a ten year average of about 20.
Our neutral stance is driven by the uncertainty
on the next move. After a terrific 2013, helped
by the yen’s decline against the dollar, we are
comfortable with our current position.

Developed Markets

Emerging Markets

The US markets are likely to be volatile as the
averages build on the pattern of rallies and consolidation pullbacks driven by variance in
weekly economic results. Importantly, US equity markets have reached all- time record
highs off of the 2009 market lows in the First
Quarter, and since earnings are anticipated to
improve from here, the market’s forward priceto-earnings ratio at 15.8 remains below the 15year average. In fact, analysts in aggregate are
expecting earnings growth for US equities of
8.8 percent.

Asian Emerging Markets witnessed large capital
outflows in the first quarter of 2014, causing significant currency depreciation. While encouraging signs of economic stability exist, we are
underweight the region. With respect to China,
weakened manufacturing activity has been raising concerns they will miss their 7.5 percent
growth target for 2014. There is now hope and
speculation that the weakening will prompt policy makers to consider stimulus measures. Our
neutral Latin American exposure is concentrated in Mexico which we view as the best positioned of the region’s economies.

Early indicators in the United States are for recovery as the unemployment rate has been declining in a choppy fashion due to the deluge of
historically severe winter storms. While improving consumer spending is an early indicator
of confidence and economic growth, the focus
will be on acceleration in job creation to both
sustain and support economic growth and consumer financial health. The winter thaw may
well be a precursor to a warmer economic trend
as well. As we exit the first quarter, analysts in
aggregate are expecting earnings growth for US
equities of 8.8 percent in the United States.
European equities trading on a forward P/E of
14.1 times earnings are cheaper than US equities and will benefit from improving revenue

We expect global
equities to end
the year higher,
supported by
modest EPS growth
and absolute
valuations in line
with historic
averages.
Morgan Stanley
Equity Strategy Team
March 12, 2014.

In conclusion, our bullish stance leads us to overweight those sectors that will benefit from
growth like Consumer Discretionary, Technology,
Industrials, Health Care, and Basic Materials. We
are underweight Communications, Staples, and
Utilities which are defensive. We are underweight the Energy sector given our view of stable
to declining commodity prices and the near self
sufficiency of the US.
March 31, 2014

Fundamentals continue to support our preference for stocks over bonds: Equity valuations
are not worryingly overstretched; the favourable
environment of low inflation, modest growth
and very supportive monetary policy is likely to
persist over the next several months; and there
are few credible alternatives.
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Conclusion and Strategy Points
Equities
REGIONAL STRATEGY
• Overweight US at 53.9 percent (versus an index weighting of 52.1 percent).
• Overweight Germany at 4.2 percent (versus an index weighting of 3.4 percent).
• Neutral Europe at 28 percent.

INDUSTRY SECTOR STRATEGY
• Overweight Consumer Discretionary at 13.6 percent (versus an index weighting of 11.7 percent).
• Overweight Health Care at 15.8 percent (versus an index weighting of 11.1 percent).
• Overweight Industrials, Materials, and Technology at 11.8, 6.6, and 15.8 percent, respectively
(versus index weights of 11.2, 5.9, and 12.3 percent, respectively).
• Underweight Consumer Staples, Telecom, and Utilities 6.6, 2.7, and 1.2 percent, respectively
(versus index weights of 10.3, 4.2, and 3.1 percent, respectively).

GEOGRAPHIC ALLOCATION
North America
Europe
Smaller Asia
Japan
Latin America
Australia
Other

56.6%
27.5%
0.7%
8.0%
1.5%
2.4%
3.3%

SECTOR ALLOCATION
Financials
Telecom Services
Consumer Disc.
Health Care
Technology
Consumer Staples
Industrials
Utilities
Energy
Basic Materials
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19.6%
2.7%
13.6%
15.8%
15.8%
6.6%
11.8%
1.2%
6.3%
6.6%

Bonds
• Stay short benchmark duration as interest rates gradually rise and the yield curve steepens.
• Hold floating rate notes to take advantage of rising interest rates.
• Hold shorter-dated investment grade corporate bonds for their yield advantage over US Treasuries.

BONDS STRATEGY ALLOCATION
LIBOR FRN

11%

CPI FRN

2%

0-1 yr

11%

1-3 yr

61%

3-5 yr

11%

Cash

4%

CREDIT RATINGS
AAA
AA+
AA
AAA+
A
A-

4%
48%
18%
14%
2%
6%
8%

BIAS structures portfolios according to the needs and risk profile of a specific investor. Some systemic risks should be acknowledged over which
BIAS and other asset managers have no control including: trading on exchanges not regulated by any US Government agency, the Bermuda
Monetary Authority, or the Cayman Islands Monetary Authority; possible failure of brokerage firms or clearing exchanges; illiquid markets which
may make liquidating a position at a given price more difficult. For more details on these and other risk factors, please refer to BIAS’ Form ADV as filed
with the US Securities and Exchange Commission.
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